SurvalentONE

Archiver Reporting
Application
Web-based Search & Reporting
of Archived Data

Gain Critical
Insights by
Harnessing
Historical Data

Making sense of the information archived by your
advanced distribution management system (ADMS)
is extremely difficult when it collects millions of data
points every day from the utility network comprised
of a myriad of devices - controlled by sophisticated
software applications and operated by a large,
diverse team of technical specialists. Digging into
that mountain of data to uncover critical information
can be a daunting task if you lack the right tools for
the job.
The Archiver Reporting Application (ARA) includes
everything you need to search archived data, visualize
results, generate reports, and export data sets for
in-depth analysis -- all from your web browser.
With ARA, you can develop valuable insight into your
network and use what you’ve learned to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of your operations.

Leverage Important Historical Data

Increase Operational Efficiency

With ARA, accumulated historical data – such as alarms,
events, and measurements – can be harnessed to
identify significant trends and correlations. You have
the option of displaying search results either graphically
or in tabular format, allowing you to organize and
visualize network information in whatever format
is most meaningful.

After completing your analysis of the network data,
you can use the resulting insights to optimize software
or device settings, recommend equipment additions
or replacements, make network configuration
improvements, or revise procedures for control room
operators and field crews. This, in turn, allows you to
streamline operations.

If you want to drill down further into a data set, you
can always export it to a PDF or Excel file and continue
your work using specialized third-party analysis tools.

Informed Decision-Making

ARA is a completely intuitive,
point-and-click application, making
it easy for users without any
programming knowledge to use.

When it comes to your network, data matters.
ARA can help you understand the root cause of
known problems in your network operations, identify
issues that have gone unrecognized, and compile the
statistics you need to support your recommended
course of action in each case.

Archiver Reporting Application (ARA)

Convenient Access from Anywhere
Since ARA is a web-based application, you can access the data from a mobile device as long as you have
a connection to the web server. The application features an alarm and event lists containing the last 1,000
records, so you can quickly get the information without setting up filtering options.

Benefits

Key Features

▪ Convenient access to archived ADMS data

▪ Web-based access to historical data stored in Survalent

▪ Gain critical insights into network operations

Archiver from any Internet-connected computer or mobile

▪ Increased operational efficiency

device with a web browser

▪ Informed decision-making based on

actionable data
▪ Auto-generated reports detailing historical

alarms and events

▪ Search tools for alarms, events, and measurements data,

including a time-based results filter
▪ Visualize search results in either tabular or graphical format
▪ Ability to export data sets to PDF or Microsoft Excel
▪ Strong data encryption, ensuring secure transmission

across public communication networks

Events Report displays the past
8 hours of archived events on
any web browser.

Control your critical network
operations with confidence
With Survalent, you can control your critical network
operations with confidence. We’re the most trusted

“

Electric utility people don’t use the words

“good” and “reliable” lightly. We just don’t
throw around words like that very often.

- Central Georgia EMC

provider of advanced distribution management systems
(ADMS) for electric, water/wastewater, gas, and transit
utilities across the globe.
Over 600 utilities in 30 countries rely on the SurvalentONE
platform to effectively operate, monitor, analyze, restore,
and optimize operations. By supporting critical utility
operations with a fully integrated solution, our customers
have significantly improved operational efficiencies,
customer satisfaction and network reliability.
Our unwavering commitment to excellence and to
our customers has been the key to our success for
over 50 years.
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But with Survalent, it’s well-deserved.

905-826-5000
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